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Computer Architecture 

BTCS-301 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

1. To understand various functional units of a computer system. 

2. To prepare the student to be in a position to design a basic computer system. 

3. To provide students with a solid foundation in computer design. 

4. To examine the operation of the major building blocks of a computer system. 

5. To introduce students to the design and organization of modern digital computers & basic 

assembly language. 

6. Exposure about the recent trends in parallel & distributed computing & multithreaded 

application.  

SYLLABUS 

1. Register    Transfer    and   Micro operations:    Register    transfer    language    &    operations, 

arithmetic micro operations, logic micro operations, shift micro operations, arithmetic logic shift 

unit. Design of a complete basic computer and its working.                                                                                                                          

2. Basic Computer Organization and Design: Instruction codes, Computer registers, Computer 

Instructions, Timing and control, Instruction Cycle, Memory reference instructions, Input/ Output 

and Interrupt, Design of basic Computer, Design of Accumulator Logic.                                                                                                 

3. Design of Control Unit: Control memory, design of control unit – microprogrammed, 

hardwired, and their comparative study.                                                                                                                                               

4. Central Processing Unit: General Register Organization, Stack Organization, Instruction 

formats, Addressing Modes, Data transfer and manipulations, Program control, RISC and CISC 

architecture.  

 5. Input-Output Organization: Peripheral devices, I/O Interface, asynchronous data transfer, 

modes of transfer, priority interrupt, DMA, I/O processor, serial communication.                                                                          

 6. Memory Organization: Memory hierarchy, main memory, auxiliary memory, associative 

memory,  cache memory, virtual memory, memory management hardware.                                                                                

7. Advanced concepts of Computer Architecture: Concept of pipeline, Arithmetic pipeline, 

Instruction, vector processors and array processors. Introduction to parallel processing, 

Interprocessor communication & synchronization. 

 

 



COURSE OUTCOMES: 

 Students are in position to learn various functional units of a computer system. 

 To prepare the student to be in a position to design a basic computer system. 

 Students evaluate the operation of major building blocks available in the system. 

 Exposure about the recent trends in parallel & distributed computing & multithreaded 

application is given to the students. 

 

DCLD 

BTCS-303 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

1. This course is designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to digital circuit and logic 

design leading to the ability to understand number system representations, binary codes, 

binary arithmetic and Boolean algebra, its axioms and theorems and its relevance to digital 

logic design. 

2. Introduction to combinational circuits (such as K-Maps), and sequential circuits (such as 

flip-flops). 

3. Analyze and design simple systems composed of programmable logic such as ROMs and 

PLAs. 

SYLLABUS 

1.   Number Systems:   Binary, Octal, Decimal, Hexadecimal. Number base conversions, 1’s,   

2’s,   rth’s complements, signed Binary numbers. Binary Arithmetic, Binary codes: Weighted 

BCD, Gray code, Excess 3 code, ASCII – conversion from one code to another.                                                                                          

2.  Boolean Algebra:  Boolean postulates and laws  –  De-Morgan’s  Theorem,  Principle  of  

Duality,  Boolean expression – Boolean function, Minimization of Boolean expressions – Sum of 

Products (SOP), Product of Sums (POS), Minterm, Maxterm, Canonical forms, Conversion 

between canonical forms, Karnaugh map  Minimization, Quine-McCluskey method - Don’t care 

condition. 

 3.   Logic GATES:  AND, OR, NOT, NAND,  NOR,  Exclusive-OR  and  Exclusive-NOR.  

Implementations of Logic Functions using gates, NAND-NOR implementations. Study of logic 

families like RTL, DTL, DCTL, TTL, MOS, CMOS, ECL and their characteristics.                                                                                             

4.  Combinational Circuits: Design procedure – Adders, Subtractors, Serial adder/Subtractor, 

Parallel adder/ Subtractor Carry look ahead adder, BCD adder, Magnitude Comparator, 



Multiplexer/Demultiplexer, encoder/decoder, parity checker, code converters. Implementation of 

combinational logic using MUX.  

5.  Sequential Circuits: Flip flops SR, JK, T, D and Master slave, Excitation table, Edge 

triggering, Level Triggering, Realization of one flip flop using other flip flops. 

Asynchronous/Ripple counters, Synchronous counters, Modulo-n counter, Ring Counters. 

Classification of sequential Circuits-Moore and Mealy, Design of Synchronous counters: state 

diagram, Circuit implementation. Shift registers.  

6.  Memory Devices: Classification of memories, RAM organization, Write operation, Read 

operation, Memory cycle. Static RAM Cell-Bipolar, RAM cell, MOSFET RAM cell, Dynamic 

RAM cell. ROM organization, PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, Field Programmable Gate Arrays 

(FPGA). 

 7.  Signal Conversions: Analog & Digital signals. A/D and D/A conversion techniques 

(Weighted type, R-2R Ladder type, Counter Type, Dual Slope type, Successive Approximation 

type). 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

Upon completion of the subject, Students will be able to  

CO1. Demonstrate knowledge of binary number theory, binary codes and Boolean algebra. 

CO2. Perform basic arithmetic operations with signed integers represented in binary. 

CO3. Analyze and design combinational systems using standard gates and minimization methods 

(such as K-Maps). 

CO4. Analyze and design combinational systems composed of standard combinational modules 

such as multiplexers and decoders. 

CO5. Demonstrate knowledge of sequential circuits. 

CO6. Analyze and design latch, flip-flops, counters and shift registers. 

CO7. Analyze and design simple systems composed of programmable logic such as ROMs or 

PLAs. 

 

 

 



Data Structures 

(BTCS-304) 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The graduate will be able: 

1. To understand the basic fundamentals of different types of data structures.  

2. To design and implementation of various linear and nonlinear data structures.  

3. To understand and calculate the time complexity of algorithms. 

4. To understand basic searching and sorting algorithms. 

 

SYLLABUS 

 

1.  Dynamic Memory Management: Understanding pointers, usage of pointers, arithmetic on 

pointers, memory allocation, memory management functions and operators, debugging pointers - 

dangling pointers, memory leaks, etc.                                                                                                                                                              

2.  Introduction: Concept of data type, definition and brief description of various data structures, 

data structures versus data types, operations on data structures, algorithm complexity, Big O 

notation. 

 3.  Arrays: Linear and multi-dimensional arrays and their representation, operations on arrays, 

sparse matrices and their storage.                                                                                                                                      

 4.  Linked List: Linear linked list, operations on linear linked list, doubly linked list, operations 

on doubly linked list, application of linked lists.                                                                                                                         

5.  Stacks: Sequential and linked representations, operations on stacks, application of stacks such 

as parenthesis checker, evaluation of postfix expressions, conversion from infix to postfix 

representation, implementing recursive functions.                                                                                                                                             

 6.   Queues: Sequential representation of queue, linear queue, circular queue, operations on linear 

and circular queue, linked representation of a queue and operations on it, deque, priority queue, 

applications of queues.  

7.   Trees:  Basic terminology, sequential and linked  representations  of  trees,  traversing  a  

binary  tree  using recursive and non-recursive procedures, inserting a node, deleting a node, brief 

introduction to threaded binary trees, AVL trees and B-trees.                                                                                                                               

8.  Heaps: Representing a heap in memory, operations on heaps, application of heap in 

implementing priority queue and heap sort algorithm.                                                                                                                           

9.   Graphs: Basic terminology, representation of graphs (adjacency matrix, adjacency list), 

traversal of a graph  (breadth-first search and depth-first search), and applications of graphs.                                                             

 10. Hashing &  Hash  Tables:  Comparing direct  address  tables  with  hash  tables,  hash  

functions,  concept  of collision and its resolution using open addressing and separate chaining, 

double hashing, rehashing.            



 11. Searching & Sorting: Searching an element using linear search and binary search techniques, 

Sorting arrays using bubble sort, selection sort, insertion sort, quick sort, merge sort, heap sort, 

shell sort and radix sort, complexities of searching & sorting algorithms.                                                                                               

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

After competition of course the student will able to: 

1. Gain extensive knowledge on basic principles and algorithms of data structures 

2. Understand arrays, linked-list, stack and queues, trees, graphs 

3. Compare performance of different sorting algorithms. 

4. Implementation of all the concepts of data structures like array, linked-list, tree and graph 

in a C++. 

Object Oriented Programming using C++ 

BTCS-305 

COURSE OBJECTIVE 

1. The main objective of this course to familiarize the students with the basic terminology 

used in computer programming. 

2. To introduce the object-oriented programming paradigm, focusing on the definition 

and use of classes along with the fundamentals of object-oriented design. 

3. To explain the difference between structured programming and object oriented 

programming. 

4. To design programs involving decision structures, loops and functions and understand the 

dynamics of memory by the use of pointers. 

SYLLABUS 

1.  Object-Oriented  Programming  Concepts:  Introduction,  comparison  between  procedural  

programming paradigm  and  object-oriented  programming  paradigm,  basic  concepts  of  object-

oriented  programming —  concepts  of  an  object  and  a  class,  interface  and  implementation  

of  a  class,  operations  on  objects, relationship among objects, abstraction, encapsulation, data 

hiding, inheritance, overloading, polymorphism, messaging.                                                                                                                                                         

 2.   Standard Input/Output:  Concept  of  streams,  hierarchy  of  console  stream  classes,  

input/output  using overloaded operators >> and << and member functions of i/o stream classes, 

formatting output, formatting using ios class functions and flags,  formatting using manipulators.                                                                 

 3.  Classes and Objects: Specifying a class, creating class objects, accessing class members, 

access specifiers, static members, use of const keyword, friends of a class, empty classes, nested 

classes, local classes, abstract classes, container classes, bit fields and classes.                                                                                              



 4.  Pointers and Dynamic Memory Management: Declaring and initializing pointers, accessing 

data through pointers, pointer arithmetic, memory allocation (static and dynamic), dynamic 

memory management using new and delete operators, pointer to an object, this pointer, pointer 

related problems - dangling/wild pointers, null pointer assignment, memory leak and allocation 

failures.                                                                                

5.   Constructors   and   Destructors:   Need   for   constructors   and   destructors, copy   

constructor, dynamic constructors, explicit constructors, destructors, constructors and destructors 

with static members, initializer lists.                                                                                                                                                                   

6.  Operator Overloading and Type Conversion: Overloading operators, rules for overloading 

operators, overloading of various operators, type conversion - basic type to class type, class type 

to basic type, class type to another class type.                                                                                                                                         

 7.   Inheritance: Introduction, defining derived classes, forms of inheritance, ambiguity in 

multiple and multipath inheritance, virtual base class, object slicing, overriding member functions, 

object composition and delegation, order of execution of constructors and destructors.                                                                                         

8.  Virtual functions & Polymorphism: Concept of binding - early binding and late binding, 

virtual functions, pure virtual functions, abstract clasess, virtual destructors.                                                                             

9.  Exception Handling: Review of traditional error handling, basics of exception handling, 

exception handling mechanism, throwing mechanism, catching mechanism, rethrowing an 

exception, specifying exceptions.   

10. Templates and Generic Programming: Template concepts, Function templates, class 

templates, illustrative examples .                                                                                                                                                             

11. Files: File streams, hierarchy of file stream classes, error handling during file operations, 

reading/writing of files, accessing records randomly, updating files.                                                                                                 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

After competition of course the student will able to: 

CO1: Distinguish between top-down and bottom-up programming approach and apply bottom-up 

approach to design C++ programs. 

CO2: Perform programs using C++ features such as composition of objects, operator overloading, 

constructor and destructor, dynamic memory allocation and type conversion. 

CO3: Design programs using concepts of inheritance and polymorphism which relates it to 

reusability and generic data type for the data type independent programming. 



CO4: Interpret and design the exception handling techniques for resolving run-time errors and 

handle large data set using file I/O. 
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COMPUTER NETWORKS-II 

BTCS-501 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

1. To familiarize the students   with   the   basic   taxonomy   and   terminology   of   the    

network security and internet key exchange. 

2.  To enlighten the students to advanced networking protocols such as MAC and routing 

protocols of ad-hoc networks.  

3. To familiarize the students with standards and design aspects of wireless communication 

systems. 

SYLLABUS 

1. Network Security: Fundamentals of network security, Basics of IPv6, IPsec: overview of IPsec, 

IP and IPv6, Authentication header (AH), Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP).                                                               

 2. Internet Key Exchange (IKE): History, Photuris, Simple Key-management for Internet 

protocols (SKIP), IKE phases, IKE encoding.                                                                                                                                 

3. Adhoc networks:  Features, advantages  and  applications,  Adhoc  versus  Cellular  networks,  

Network architecture, Protocols: MAC protocols, Routing protocols, Technologies.                                                      

4. Wireless Communication Systems: Evolution, examples of wireless communication systems, 

2G Cellular networks, Evolution for 2.5G TDMA Standards, IS-95B for 2.5G CDMA.                                                      

5. 3G wireless networks:  wireless local loop (WLL), Local Multipoint Distribution System 

(LMDS), Wireless local Area Networks (WLANs), Bluetooth and Personal Area Networks.                                                        

6. Wireless System Design: Introduction, Frequency reuse, channel assignment strategies, 

handoff strategies, interference and system capacity, improving coverage and capacity in cellular 

systems.                                 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

After completing this course the students will able to 

      CO1: To understand the key concepts of network security and internet key exchange 

mechanisms. 

      CO2: To explain the working of various protocols of ad-hoc networks. 

      CO3: To analyze various generations of wireless communication systems and their standards. 

      CO4: To understand the design aspects and strategies to improve coverage and capacity of 

wireless system design. 



RDBMS 

BTCS-502 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

1.To introduce the concept of Database Management System and its applications in real world domain. 

2. To familiarize the students with Relational Database Management System Concepts. 

3. To acquaint the students with concepts of Normalisation, Transaction & Concurrency control. 

4. To train the students with structure query language and its use in database management. 

2. To familiarize the students with Relational Database Management System Concepts. 

 

1. To acquaint the students with concepts of Normalisation, Transaction & Concurrency control. 

2. To train the students with structure query language and its use in database management. 

 

3.To acquaint the students with concepts of Normalization, Transaction & Concurrency control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. To acquaint the students with concepts of Normalisation, Transaction & Concurrency control. 

4.  

4.To train the students with structure query language and its use in database management. 

  

 

SYLLABUS 

Introduction to Database Systems:  File Systems  Versus  a  DBMS,  Advantages  of  a DBMS,  

Describing and  Storing Data in  a  DBMS, Database System Architecture, DBMS Layers, Data 

independence. [6]  

Physical Data Organization:  File Organization and Indexing, Index Data Structures, Hashing, 

B-trees, Clustered Index, Sparse Index, Dense Index, Fixed length and Variable Length 

Records.[6]  

 Data Models: Relational Model, Network Model, Hierarchical Model, ER Model: Entities, 

Attributes and Entity Sets, Relationships and Relationship Sets, Constraints, Weak Entities, Class 

Hierarchies, Aggregation, Conceptual Database Design with the ER Model, Comparison of 

Models.[5]  

 The Relational Model:  Introduction to the Relational Model, ER to Relational Model 

Conversion, Integrity Constraints over Relations, Enforcing Integrity Constraints, Relational 

Algebra, Relational Calculus, Querying Relational Data.[5]  

 Relational Query Languages:  SQL:  Basic SQL Query, Creating Table and Views, SQL as 

DML, DDL and DCL, SQL Algebraic Operations, Nested Queries, Aggregate Operations, 

Cursors, Dynamic SQL, Integrity Constraints in SQL, Triggers and Active Database, Relational 

Completeness, Basic Query Optimization Strategies, Algebraic Manipulation and 

Equivalences.[7]  

 Database Design: Functional   Dependencies,   Reasoning   about   Functional   Dependencies,   

Normal   Forms,   Schema Refinement, First, Second and Third Normal Forms, BCNF, Multi-

valued Dependency, Join Dependency, Fourth and Fifth Normal Forms, Domain Key Normal 

Forms, Decompositions.[5]  

 Transaction Management: ACID Properties, Serializability, Two-phase Commit Protocol, 

Concurrency Control, Lock Management, Lost Update Problem, Inconsistent Read Problem , 

Read-Write Locks, Deadlocks Handling, 2PL protocol.[6]  



 Database Protection: Threats,  Access  Control  Mechanisms,  Discretionary  Access  Control,  

Grant  and  Revoke,  Mandatory Access  Control,  Bell  LaPadula  Model,  Role  Based  Security,  

Firewalls,  Encryption  and   Digital Signatures.[5] 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

After the completion of the course the student will be able:  

CO1 Understand the concepts and architecture of Database Management System and distinguish 

it from RDBMS. 

CO2 To conceptualize and design database schema and models it with the use of appropriate data 

types for storage in databases. 

CO3 To create, update and implement data base with the help of structured query language on 

platforms like ORACLE. 

CO4 To understand Concurrency Control techniques threats in databases. 

CO5 To analyze Relational database design and normalize it depending on the requirement. 

 

DAA 

BTCS-503 

COURSE OBJECTIVES  

1. This course aims to introduce the classic algorithms in various domains, and techniques for 

designing efficient algorithms.  

2. To provide a solid foundation for analysis of asymptotic performance of algorithms. 

 

SYLLABUS 

Introduction.  What is an algorithm ?  Time and space complexity of  an  algorithm.  Comparing 

the performance of different algorithms for the same problem. Different orders of growth. 

Asymptotic notation. Polynomial vs. Exponential running time.  

 Basic Algorithm Design Techniques. Divide-and-conquer, greedy, randomization, and dynamic 

programming. Example problems and algorithms illustrating the use of these techniques.  

 Graph Algorithms. Graph traversal: breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first search (DFS). 

Applications of BFS and DFS. Topological sort. Shortest paths in graphs: Dijkstra and Bellman-

Ford. Minimum spanning trees.  



 Sorting and searching. Binary search in an ordered array. Sorting algorithms such as Merge sort, 

Quick sort, Heap sort, Radix Sort, and Bubble sort with analysis of their running times. Lower 

bound on sorting. Median and order statistics.  

 NP-completeness. Definition of class NP.    NP-hard and NP-complete problems. 3SAT is NP-

complete. Proving  a  problem  to  be  NP-complete  using  polynomial-time  reductions.  Examples  

of  NP-complete problems. Coping with NP-completeness. Approximation algorithms for various 

NP-complete problems.  

 Advanced topics. Pattern matching algorithms : Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm. Algorithms in 

Computational Geometry : Convex hulls. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and its applications. 

Integer and polynomial arithmetic. Matrix multiplication : Strassen's algorithm. 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

After the completion of the course the student will be able to:  

CO1. Analyze asymptotic runtime complexity of algorithms including formulating 

recurrence relations. 

CO2. Design algorithms using greedy strategy, divide and conquer approach, dynamic 

programming, backtracking and provide justification for that selection.    

CO3. Explain the major graph algorithms and their analyses. Employ graphs to model 

engineering problems, when appropriate. 

CO4. Comprehend the concepts of deterministic and non-deterministic polynomial time 

algorithms. 

CO5. Describe advanced algorithms in the fields of pattern matching and computational 

geometry.   

 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

BTCS-504 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

1.      Computer Graphics is the illustration field of Computer Science. Its use today spans virtually 

all scientific fields and is utilized for design, presentation, education and training. Computer 

Graphics and its derivative, visualization, have become the primary tools by which the flood of 

information from Computational Science is analysed. 

2.      The primary objective of this course is to have -you- learn the basic principles of 2 and 3-

dimensional computer graphics. Thus, we will study the elementary mathematics techniques that 

allow us to position objects in 2D/3D space. We will study the geometric optics necessary to 

determine how light bounces off surfaces. But, most important, we will study ways to utilize a 



computer system and methods to implement the algorithms and techniques necessary to produce 

basic 2D/3D illustrations. These topics will include the following: 

 

a) Transformational geometry -- utilizing transforms to positioning and manipulate objects in 3-

dimensional space. This includes the positioning of virtual cameras and light sources. 

b) Rendering of complex models -- accurately drawing illustrations of complex objects with 

arbitrary camera and light sources. 

c) Shading algorithms -- determining how a surface should be shaded to produce realistic 

illustrations. 

d) Curves and surfaces -- methods for rendering and shading curved objects 

 

SYLLABUS 

1. Introduction: Computer Graphics and its applications, Elements of a Graphics, Graphics 

Systems: Video Display Devices, Raster Scan Systems, Random Scan Systems, Input devices.  

 2. Basic Raster Graphics: Scan conversion- Point plot technique, Line drawing, Circle 

generating and Ellipse generating algorithms. 

 3. Two-dimensional   Geometric   Transformations   :   Basic   Transformations-Translation,   

Rotation   and Scalling, Matrix  Representation and Homogeneous Coordinates, Composite 

Transformations,  Reflection and Shearing transformations.  

4. Clipping:  Window  to  viewport  transformation,  Clipping  Operations-  Point  Clipping,  Line  

Clipping, Polygon Clipping and Text Clipping.  

5. Filling Techniques: Scan line algorithms, Boundary-fill algorithm, Flood-fill algorithm, Edge 

fill and fence fill algorithms, 

 6. Elementary 3D Graphics: Plane projections and its types, Vanishing points, Specification of 

a 3D view.  

 7. Visibility: Image and object precision, Hidden edge/surface removal or visible edge/surface 

determination techniques; z buffer algorithms, Depth sort algorithm, Scan line algorithm and 

Floating horizon technique. 8. Advance  Topics:  Introduction  of  Rendering,  Raytracing,  

Antialiasing,  Fractals,  Gourard  and  Phong shading.  

COURSE OUTCOMES 

 CO1 Elements of Computer Graphics, its application and Various Input and output devices 

used in any Computer Graphics system.  

 CO2 design various algorithms to display various Output primitives such as line, circle, 

ellipse etc. 



 CO3 perform various Geometric and Composite transformation such as Translation, 

Rotation, Scaling, Mirror reflection on 2D objects using matrix representation.  

 CO4 understand difference between Window, View port and its mapping, various clipping 

process such as point clipping, line clipping etc. involved in Computer graphics display. 

 CO5 understand and design various filling algorithms for 2D objects. 

 CO6 understand 3D Graphics, how projections can be made, its limitations and 

mathematical representations of 3D View. 

 CO7 understand various algorithms for visible surface detection and its procedure. 

 CO8 to understand concepts of various rendering methods, Raytracing procedure and Half 

Toning effects to 3D pictures. 

 

CPI 

BTCS-505 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVE 

 

1. Introduce the students to the I/O Interfaces & peripherals for some of the most frequently 

encountered computational problems. 

2. To learn functional and operational details of various peripheral devices. 

 

SYLLABUS 

 

 1. SYSTEM RESOURCES: Interrupt, DMA Channel, I/O Port Addresses and resolving and 

resolving the conflict  of resources.  I/O buses-  ISA, EISA,  Local  bus,  VESA  Local  bus,  PCI 

bus,  PCI Express, Accelerated graphics port bus.  

 2.   IDE & SCSI Interfaces: IDE origin, IDE Interface ATA standards ATA1 to ATA7.   ATA 

feature, ATA RAID and SCSI RAID, SCSI Cable and pin Connector pin outs SCSI V/s IDE 

Advantages and limitation.  

 3.   Video Hardware : Video display technologies, DVI Digital signals for CRT Monitor,LCD 

Panels, Video adapter types, Integrated Video/ Motherboard chipset, Video RAM,Video driver 

and multiple Monitor, Graphic accelerators. Advanced 3D Technologies,TV Tuner and Video 

Capture upgrades troubleshooting Video Cards and Drivers.  

 4.   I/O  Interfaces:  I/O  Interfaces  from  USB and  IEEE1394,  I/O  Interface from  serial  and  

Parallel  to IEEE1394 and USB 961, Parallel to SCSI converter. Testing of serial andparallel port, 

USB Mouse/ Keyboard Interfaces.  



 5.   Input/ Output Driver software aspects:  Role of device driver  DOS  and UNIX/  LINUX    

device drivers.  

6.   Design & Integration of Peripheral devices to a computer system as a Case Study  

7.   Future Trends: Detailed Analysis of recent Progress in the Peripheral and Bus systems. Some 

aspects of cost Performance analysis while designing the system. 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

 

CO1: Familiarization with the operation of a sophisticated computer system, including high- 

performance peripheral interfaces.  

CO2:  Analyze digital interface circuits. 

CO3:  Select appropriate and compatible computer/peripherals combinations 

CO4:  Design digital interface circuits for Input, Output, Keyboard, and Display Circuits. 

After the students have successfully completed the course, they shall have sufficient knowledge of 

the basic computer organization and its interfacing with the peripheral devices. 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

BTCS-701 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES:   

 

1. To familiarize the students with foundation, underlying theory and applications of artificial 

intelligence. 

2. To enlighten the students with logic, knowledge and reasoning representation of various 

problem solving, planning paradigms and search strategies. 

3. To familiarize the students with inductive learning and uncertainty principle and design 

algorithms for traditional AI problems. 

 

SYLLABUS 

 

Module1:  Introduction-  What  is  intelligence?  Foundations  of  artificial  intelligence  (AI).  

History  of  AI; Problem Solving- Formulating problems, problem types, states and operators, state 

space, search strategies.  

 Module2: Informed Search Strategies- Best first search, A* algorithm, heuristic functions, 

Iterative deepening A*(IDA), small memory A*(SMA); Game playing - Perfect decision game, 

imperfect decision game, evaluation function, alpha-beta pruning  

 Module3: Reasoning-Representation, Inference, Propositional Logic, predicate logic (first order 

logic), logical reasoning, forward chaining, backward chaining; AI languages and tools - Lisp, 

Prolog, CLIPS  

 Module4: Planning-  Basic  representation  of plans,  partial  order planning,  planning in  the  

blocks  world, heirarchical planning, conditional planning, representation of resource constraints, 

measures, temporal constraints  

 Module5: Uncertainty - Basic probability, Bayes rule, Belief networks, Default reasoning, Fuzzy 

sets and fuzzy logic; Decision making- Utility theory, utility functions, Decisiontheoretic expert 

systems.  

 Module 6:  Inductive learning  - decision  trees,  rule based  learning,  current-best-hypothesis  

search,  least- commitment search , neural networks, reinforcement learning, genetic algorithms; 

Other learning methods - neural networks, reinforcement learning, genetic algorithms.  

 Module7: Communication - Communication among agents, natural language processing, formal 

grammar, parsing, grammar  

 

 

 COURSE OUTCOMES 

After the completion of the course the student will be able:  



CO1:   To understand the history, foundations and applications of artificial intelligence in real 

world problems. 

CO2:   To analyze various informed and uninformed searching strategies and choose the optimal 

one. 

CO3:    To understand the concept of evaluation function in algorithms relating to game playing, 

min-max and alpha beta pruning. 

CO4:    To explain the basics of propositional and predicate logic used for representation of 

problems in Artificial intelligence. 

CO5:  To design various types of planning representations to solve different AI problems. 

CO6: To evaluate artificial intelligence inductive learning strategies, grammar and uncertainty 

representation used in research of human-machine interaction. 

 

 

Theory of Computation 

BTCS-702 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

1. Introduce students to the mathematical foundations of computation including automata 

theory; the theory of formal languages and grammars; the notions of algorithm, 

decidability, complexity, and computability. 

2.  Enhance/develop students' ability to understand and conduct mathematical proofs for 

computation and algorithms. 

SYLLABUS 

Module 1: Basics of Strings and Alphabets  

 Module2: Finite Automata – DFA, transition graphs, regular languages, non-deterministic FA, 

equivalence of DFA and NDFA  

 Module3:  Regular  grammars,  regular  expressions,  equivalence  between  regular  languages,  

properties  of regular languages, pumping lemma.  

 Module 4: Context Free Languages – Leftmost and rightmost derivation, parsing and ambiguity, 

ambiguity in grammar and languages, normal forms  



Module5:  Pushdown  Automata  –  NDPDA,  DPDA,  context  free  languages  and  PDA,  

comparison  of deterministic and non-deterministic versions, closure properties, pumping lemma 

for CFL  

Module6: Turing Machines, variations, halting problem, PCP  

Module7: Chomsky Hierarchy, LR(k) Grammars, properties of LR(k) grammars, Decidability and 

Recursively Enumerable Languages 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

1. Analyses and design finite automata, pushdown automata, Turing machines, formal 

languages, and grammars. 

2. Be able to construct pushdown automata and the equivalent context free grammars. 

3. Be able to prove the equivalence of languages described by pushdown automata and 

context free grammars. 

4. Be familiar with thinking analytically and intuitively for problem‐solving situations in 

related areas of theory in computer science. 

5. Students will be able apply design and development principles in the construction of 

software systems of varying complexity. 

SPM 

BTCS-907 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

1. To explore Software Project Management activities through knowledge of project 

planning, monitoring and control.  

SYLLABUS: 

Module1: Project Evaluation and Planning - Activities in Software Project Management, 

Overview Of Project Planning, Stepwise planning, contract management, Software processes and 

process models. Cost Benefit Analysis, Cash Flow Forecasting, Cost-Benefit Evaluation 

Techniques, Risk Evaluation. Project costing, COCOMO 2, Staffing pattern, Effect of schedule 

compression, Putnams equation, Capers Jones estimating rules of thumb, Project Sequencing and 

Scheduling Activities, Scheduling resources, Critical path analysis, Network Planning, Risk 

Management, Nature and Types of Risks, Managing Risks, Hazard Identification, Hazard 

Analysis, Risk Planning and Control, PERT and Monte Carlo Simulation techniques.  

 Module2:  Monitoring  And  Control-  Collecting  Data,  Visualizing  Progress,  Cost  Monitoring,  

review techniques, project termination review, Earned Value analysis, Change Control, Software 



Configuration Management (SCM), Managing Contracts, Types Of Contracts, Stages In Contract 

Placement, Typical Terms of A Contract, Contract Management and Acceptance.  

 Module3: Quality Management and People Management- Introduction, Understanding Behavior, 

Organizational Behaviour, Selecting The Right Person For The Job, Motivation, The Oldman – 

Hackman Job Characteristics Model , Working in Groups, Organization and team structures, 

Decision Making, Leadership, Organizational  Structures,  Stress,  Health  And  Safety.  ISO  and  

CMMI  models,  Testing,  and  Software reliability, test automation, Overview of project 

management tools.  

 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

After the completion of this course the student will be able to:  

CO1. Describe and apply basic concepts related to software project planning. 

CO2. Analyze various project estimation techniques, especially effort estimation (COCOMO 

models), schedule estimation (PERT, GANTT charts), and cost estimation. 

CO3. Describe various project management activities such as monitoring, configuration 

management, and contract management.     

CO4. Illustrate the concept of organizational structure and behavior. 

 

 

.  

 

BIG DATA (BTCS 914) 

COURSE OBJECTIVES:  

The objective of this course is to make students learn the conceptual foundations of Big Data, 

understand the benefits that Big Data can offer to businesses and organizations and to teach 

students to apply skills and tools to manage and analyze Big Data. 

SYLLABUS: 

Analysis of data at Rest- Hadoop analytics: Limitations of existing distributing systems, Hadoop 

Approach, Hadoop Architecture, Distributed file system: HDFS and GPFS, Internals of Hadoop 

MR engine, Need for High level language- JAQL and  PIG  

 Introduction to Text Analytics: Using Regular expressions, Using AQL, Sentiment analysis  

 No SQL: JSON store, MongoDB, RDF, HBASE  

  



Analytics: Clustering, Classification, Segmentation, Linear regression, ML  

Search: Indexing and Indexing Techniques, Create inverted index using JAQL, Lab using Data 

Explorer  

 Bundling Hadoop job: Application, Use BI tooling to create application, Publish applications.  

 Analysis of data in motion – Real time analytics  

 Introduction to streams computing, Challenges/limitations of conventional Systems, Solving a 

real time analytics problem using conventional system, Challenges to be solved    - scalability, 

thread pooling, etc., Understanding the challenges in handling streaming data  from the real world 

and how to address those using stream computing, Benefits of stream computing in Big Data 

world, Realtime Analytics Platform(RTAP).  

COURSE OUTCOMES:  

After the completion of the course, students will have an ability to: 

CO1: Explain the concepts and technologies associated with Big Data and understand why 

classical data analysis techniques are no longer adequate. 

CO2: Compare relational database with non relational databases used in Big Data and recognize 

their advantages and disadvantages. 

CO3: Apply Big Data Analytics tools on data sets including R and Hadoop. 

CO4: Develop MapReduce and Pig programs and manipulate distributed files.. 

 

 

 


